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Accelerate hybrid cloud
adoption with IBM Cloud
Migration Services
Simplify your journey with tested tools and
next-generation

automation

Highlights
Supplies modular services to match your
cloud migration requirements

●● ● ●

●● ● ●

Provides consumption-based, fixed-cost
pricing to help you manage spending

Uses a flexible delivery model to help
enable migration on demand

●● ● ●

Cloud-based infrastructure has become an increasingly prevalent model
around which enterprise IT (EIT) is structured. Cloud-based infrastructure helps you capitalize on the inherent elasticity that the cloud offers to
meet seasonal, cyclic and sudden demands on the IT infrastructure that
also has to fulfill everyday business needs.
However, moving to a complex cloud environment in a limited time
window with acceptable disruption to business can pose numerous
challenges.
IBM® Cloud Migration Services work with you to more efficiently select
and manage hybrid infrastructure migration for multisource workloads,
providing:
●● ●

●● ●

●● ●

●● ●

●● ●

●● ●

●● ●

Standardized execution of discovery, planning and migration to save
time
Faster and more accurate data collection through agentless technology
Consumption-based, fixed-cost, modular offerings
Robust migration lifecycle support
A global reach with industry-leading tools and expertise
Automation and tools designed to speed migration with flawless and
predictable execution
Access to IBM quick-start templates and techniques for migration
strategy, planning and testing
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Do you struggle with issues like these?
Migrations are
exceeding project
timelines, which disrupts
business plans.

The IT department
is unable to run
phased migration
within IT budgets.

The organization
lacks the technical
expertise required to
migrate to the cloud.

The business
faces a lack of
end-to-end ownership
with existing vendors.

The enterprise
experiences too much
business disruption
during migrations.

IBM Cloud Migration Services work with you to more efficiently select and manage hybrid infrastructure migration for multisource workloads.

Helping you assess application affinity
more quickly

The offering has three modules to address
your full range of migration requirements

The IBM team can capture relevant metrics to baseline the
IT infrastructure assets, map applications to the workloads and
conduct dependency mapping of applications. Cloud Migration
Services also provide reports designed to enable you to arrive at
the detailed plan you need to successfully migrate workloads to
the cloud.

Discover
Rapid assessment of application affinity
to launch the migration initiative correctly
Simple data collection through agentless technology
A migration journey map to demonstrate early success
A Migration Garage workshop to establish common migration vision

Streamlining data collection
Agentless technology to help you collect data more quickly
and easily is based on industry standard protocols such as
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI), and Secure Shell (SSH).
The Discover module can automatically collect data from a
range of operating systems and database applications.

Migrate
Migration expertise to more reliably
perform migration of x86 workloads
Tested automation and assets
Migration performed by trained engineers from global
centers with expertise in industry-leading tools

Migrate Plus

Taking advantage of IBM expertise to
migrate workloads more reliably

Inclusion of everything in the Discover and Migrate modules
Expertise to help plan and execute flawless migrations
Access to IBM quick-start templates and techniques for
migration strategy, migration event planning and testing

The IBM consultants and architects engaged in executing the
migration projects are certified on many platforms to help
ensure that you do not face delays and other issues often
encountered in the multitechnology environment of most
EIT operations.
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IBM is distinctively positioned to support all your migration needs
More than 100,000
images migrated

Rich experience with all
industry sectors
Business

Applications

Certified in virtually all
technology platforms

Technology
and facilities

IT processes
and operations

Proven methods
and processes

Skills
and staff

Plan and control
Discover
Design
Build
Test
Rehearse and migrate
Handover and close

The IBM Data Center and Cloud Migration (DCCM) method consists of 5 towers and 7 stages
that together provide a holistic view of migrations.

Why IBM?

For more information

IBM offers myriad cloud and IBM Bluemix® services using
cloud specialists experienced with thousands of client engagements. Industry recognition for IBM includes these:

To learn more about IBM Cloud Migration Services, please
contact your IBM representative, or visit the following website:

●● ●

●● ●

●● ●

ibm.biz/cloud_migration

Named the 2016 Cloud Company of the Year by independent
technology research firm Frost & Sullivan1
Listed as the market leader in managed private cloud by
Synergy Research Group2
Named a leading cloud vendor by Technology Business
Research Inc.3

Additionally, IBM Global Financing provides numerous
payment options to help you acquire the technology you need
to grow your business. We provide full lifecycle management of
IT products and services, from acquisition to disposition.
For more information, visit: ibm.com/financing
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